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Click to see
Defaults

Set the Defaults in InSite
before using it for the first time.

Changes will take effect on the next
and any future projects.

This document is interactive
use your mouse and click on Defaults
then on the other sub-menu items to

go to the related page

More instructions are available
on YouTube …. link

https://youtu.be/fS2JEmx7eFc?list=PLlFQftmRED8ttAoalWtfI3aAvfyHjQDBY
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Set number of grid

lines and spacing

and colour then Save

Consider the grid as if you were drawing
on graph paper - you are able to determine
the number of vertical and horizontal grid
lines as well as the scale of the distance

between grid lines. This is really handy when
doing quick concept sketches when you do not
have an image or pdf background to work with
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Set scale arrow colour

and size then Save

The scale tool allows you to accurately
dimension drawings and images that you

use as a background for your design
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Set North Arrow default

size & colour then Save

The North Arrow is placed on the drawing
for orientation of the project - by default North

will point up the page. Once added you will
need to specify the correct angle of North

so shadows will be correctly displayed
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Marks are used to identify reference
points on the drawings which installers

can easily identify when they come to install
the posts. Dimensions are added between these

reference marks and sail posts so installers
can properly locate where to dig foundations.

Set Mark size

and colour then Save
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Each time you add a pole to the site
the values set here will be used as defaults.
You can override these defaults as you add

each pole.

Set Pole defaults

and colour then Save
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Set 3 sided sail colour

& defaults then Save

Each time you add a 3 sided sail
the values set here will be used as defaults.

You can override these defaults each time you
add another sail.
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Set 4 sided sail colour

& defaults then Save

Each time you add a 4 sided sail
the values set here will be used as defaults.

You can override these defaults each time you
add another sail.
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Set dimension arrow

colour & size then Save

Dimensions are added between
reference marks and sail posts so installers

can properly locate where to dig foundations.
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Enter Location

and timezone then Save

The values set here will be used as defaults
for the purpose of generating shadow reports.

You can find this information for your location
using your preferred web search engine

You can override these defaults for any project.


